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No section of generic ideas 
focusing on vocabulary would be 
complete without suggestions for 
ways to learn items in context.  
Of necessity, efficient, effective 
learning requires the ability to 
figure out approximate  meaning 
and use of new or difficult words 
and phrases from the language 
that surrounds it in the same 
phrase, sentence, or paragraph. 
Similarly, in their own speech
and writing, learners need to be 
able to choose appropriate items 
for the context.  

IDEA II: PUT IT IN CONTEXT 

 SPECIFIC TOPIC OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS: Selections from
reading-skills textbooks that provide various context clues to the
meanings of vocabulary items 

 LANGUAGE LEARNING & PROFICIENCY LEVEL: High Beginning
Through Advanced

 MATERIALS: For each individual or pair, at least one reading
selection, at or slightly above learners’ language-proficiency level,
with a number of new, interesting, and/or difficult vocabulary 
items underlined. Possibly, cards with the definitions of those 
items as they’re used in that context. An identical reading 
selection with blanks replacing the targeted items   

A. COLLEGE LIFE
Many native and 1___________ students go to 2__________, junior, or 3_________ colleges. All fifty states of the United States  and the 4__________ of Canada have these schools. Some students get a community college 5___________ or 

6_________ after only two years of study. Many of these are in practical subjects like 7__________, business,  . . . . 

To learn to “put it in 
context,” each person or 

pair needs a reading 
selection with highlighted 

vocabulary items, the same 
selection with blanks 

replacing the items, and 
(perhaps) definition cards. 

A. COLLEGE LIFE

Many native and 1nonnative students 

go to 2community, junior, or 3technical 

colleges. All fifty states of the United 

States  and the 4provinces of Canada 

have these schools. Some students get 

a community college 5certificate or 

6degree after only two years of study. 

Many of these are in practical subjects 

like 7accounting, business, . . . .  

PPUTUT I ITT  ININ  

CCONTEXTONTEXT  
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2. CREATING DEFINITION CARDS. Optionally, especially when students are
novices in guessing meaning from context, it might help to supply
definition cards to match the highlighted vocabulary items of each
selection. On each card, be sure to print (out) an explanation of
meaning that corresponds 
clearly and concisely to the  
way in which that item is used  
in that reading context.   

 ADJECTIVE: not born in a particular placeor not speaking a particular languagefrom childhood

PLURAL NOUN:  
political divisions

of a country or
empire (like 

states)  

I NSTRUCTIONS: Teaching & Learning 
Vocabulary from Context 

(Self-)
Teaching 

Tips:  
Source 

Materials 
for 

Vocabulary 
Practice in 
Guessing 
Meaning 

from 
Context  

1. CREATING “GUESSING MEANING FROM CONTEXT” MATERIALS. To create
reusable class materials for the vocabulary strategy of “guessing
meaning from context,” on equally-sized pieces of card stock paste up
or print short reading selections. The chosen readings should be
comparable in length and reading difficulty. In each, include and
highlight (bold, underline, circle, etc.) the same number of unfamiliar
vocab items, perhaps five to fifteen. These should be words and/or
phrases not only worth learning but also important to the main point(s)
of the reading. They should appear among helpful context clues to
meaning. Provide a title (+ number?) with which to refer to the material.

A ny reading material slightly above learners’ reading comprehension level 
should be useful in practicing “guessing meaning from context.” That’s is 

because the text is likely to contain some—but not too many—vocabulary items 
that have not yet integrated into their active vocabulary banks (the store of 
words that they use appropriately in their own speaking or writing). Selections 
should be of particular interest to students. Perhaps they can all be on the 
same general subject or topic—so that the vocabulary in a set of readings will 
tend to repeat itself, recycle, and/or give clues to other words in the context. 

The selections in most reading-skills textbooks, especially those written for 
beginning to intermediate students of English as a second language, are often 
designed for “natural” vocabulary development. The new or challenging items  
may be highlighted and defined in the margin. Readings may contain “context 
clues” (“hints”) of various kinds (meaning explanations, appositives, synonyms, 
opposites, examples, punctuation, etc.) for unfamiliar words and phrases, which 
students can use to develop their ability to figure out word meaning.   

The sample reading-selection excerpts that appear in IDEA II are adapted from 
Interactions One: a Reading Skills Book (McGraw Hill, 1996). To make use of 
such materials for reusable class learning “kits” without violating copyright laws, 
you can cut up one or more purchased copies of the texts and paste up the 
relevant readings on paper, index cards, or card stock.  

UNCOUNTABLE NOUN:
the action or 

process of keeping
financial records 

(“the books”) 
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B eyond the survival level, the ability to “guess meaning from context” is a 
fundamental language-acquisition skill. To acquire reading fluency—as well as 

to learn vocabulary effectively, native and non-native readers may need 
“coaching” in how to figure out the approximate meaning of new words and 
phrases without interrupting the reading process to look up the items in a 
dictionary. To help learners develop this vital skill, you can 
 try to convince them that it is not only unnecessary to know the exact

meaning of words when first reading new material, but also that focusing on
individual vocabulary items is detrimental to good reading and comprehension.  

 prohibit—or at least discourage—language learners and new readers from
looking up words on the first reading, which should focus on getting the main
point or message of the material. 

mention the advantages of learning to guess meaning from context, which
include reading faster, understanding more, and developing vocabulary-
acquisition abilities naturally, with little conscious effort. 

 point out the kinds of context clues learners might look for in figuring out
meaning. In ascending order, these clues could include “definitions’ after
forms of the verb be, in appositive phrases, between commas (,), in 
parentheses ( ), or after a dash (—). Some connecting phrases that “signal” 
explanations of meaning are in other words and that is (to say) or i.e. 
Readers can figure out some vocabulary from the synonyms and/or antonyms 
(opposites) that appear in the context. They can also look for examples 
associated with the meanings of unfamiliar words or, conversely, try to 
recognize the approximate meanings of example items because of the 
categories they belong to. And finally, learners can venture guesses as to the 
general meaning of vocabulary from other words in the phrase, sentence, or 
paragraph—such as adjectives describing nouns, the subjects or objects of 
verbs, modifying phrases or clauses, etc.    

3. GUESSING MEANING FROM CONTEXT. Give one reading selection to each
individual or pair, with or without accompanying definition cards. Place
extra readings (and cards) on a table available to all. Learners copy
the number, letter, and/or title of their selections at the top of a piece of
paper. Quickly, they read the material for general comprehension, to
get the main point(s), perhaps to understand the meaning of important
supporting detail. Then they “venture a guess” as to the approximate
meaning of each of the highlighted vocabulary items. In a numbered list
on their paper, they jot down a general explanation, in their own words,
of each word or phrase. Finally, they check their guesses with the
matching definition cards, if available, or by looking up the items.

A. COLLEGE LIFE
Many native and 1nonnative students go to 2community, junior, or 3technical colleges. All fifty states of the United States  and the 4provinces of Canada have these schools. Some students get a community college 5certificate or 6degree after only two years of study. 

How might learners figure out the meanings of the numbered
and highlighted vocabulary items in the sample reading to the 

right? For instance, Word 1 (nonnative) is the opposite of 
native, a word in the same sentence. The context and word 
order indicate that Words 2 and 3 are examples of kinds of 

colleges. Provinces, a plural noun, are in a country. They are 
parts of the country Canada, comparable to states.    

IDEA II: PUT IT IN CONTEXT 

(Self-)
Teaching 

Tips:  
How Fluent 

Readers 
Figure                 
Out the 

Meanings of 
Vocabulary 
in Context  
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4. On finishing one reading selection, learners exchange it for another,
(along with its definition cards). They can trade selections with other
readers or exchange them for those left on the table. They repeat the
process of Step 3 with as many different readings as they can.

5. How to provide feedback on students’ vocabulary guesses? One
way  is to read aloud the selections projected onto a screen, stopping
at  highlighted items to figure out together. If helpful, be sure to ask
relevant questions to guide them toward reasonable guesses.
Another method is to provide an Answer Key for each selection, with
definitions you’ve created or copied from the dictionary. If feasible,
indicate the context clues that lead logically to the definitions you’ve
provided. Individuals or groups can borrow these Keys one at a time,
in order to compare the “correct and complete answers” with what they
have figured out on their own. In addition or instead, of course, you
might want to collect papers for corrections, comment, and/or a grade.

6. CREATING MATERIALS FOR “SUPPLYING VOCABULARY FOR CONTEXT.”
In addition to “guessing-meaning-from-context” activities, Reading-
Selection Cards created in Step 1 can be used as Answer Keys for
another kind of vocabulary-in-context lesson. All that’s needed is a
second version of each selection, this time with the highlighted items
“blotted out” (covered by white-out, correction tape, or opaque black
marker. Alternatively, each selection can be retyped in large print, with
relevant vocabulary items replaced by numbered blank lines.

7. There are several productive ways to use “fill-in-the-blanks” reading
selections to work on vocabulary in context.
 Reading-Selection Cards can be passed out to individuals, pairs, or groups,

who try to complete as many as possible within the allotted time period.        
With this version of reading selections, instead of trying to guess the general 
meaning of highlighted vocabulary, participants attempt to supply words and 
phrases for the blanks. For each selection, they write suggested words or 
phrases in a numbered list, perhaps jotting down the “clues and cues” that lead 
them to their suggestions.  

 To be correct, each vocabulary item must make sense in the context. It has to
also be grammatically correct—that is, the appropriate part of speech (usually 
noun, verb, adjective, or adverb), the correct number (singular or plural), and—
for verbs—a reasonable tense form. Of course, in most blanks more than one 
word or phrase would be “technically correct,” even if it is not “ideal” or in good 
style. Students can go over their work together, discussing the reasons for their 
recommendations. They can also compare their guesses to the “correct 
wording” that appears in the original readings.  
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 Paired with the original reading selections created in Step 1, the “fill-in-the-
blank” versions can be used for what is known as “information-gap activities.” 
For each selection, one learner receives the reading with the blanks, while the 
other gets the Answer Key—the ...selection with the highlighted vocabulary 
items. The first partner reads aloud the selection, supplying feasible words for 
the blanks, while the second comments on the guesses and helps with hints if 
necessary. Again, vocabulary items other than those in the original reading may 
be acceptable, so the availability of an answer key with multiple vocabulary 
suggestions—or native-speaker “vocabulary-in-context judges”—would help.  

Levels = Beginning to Advanced 
(How to Adapt)  
 As with other reusable text materials, the level of challenge of  “vocabulary-in-context

selections” depends on the reading level of the paragraphs in which the words and phrases
appear. Lower-level readings are usually shorter than more advanced ones. Paragraphs 
and sentences are shorter, too. Grammar and structure are simpler—that is, sentences 
consist of basic patterns such as SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT + PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE,
as opposed to complex patterns with modifying phrases and clauses.  

 The “Definition Cards” mentioned in Step 2 of IDEA II: PUT IT IN CONTEXT will also serve to
lower the level of difficulty of “meaning-in-context” activities. So will other preparation and
follow-up aids. For instance, during fill-in-the-blank vocabulary activities, possible choices 
can be listed on a board or projected onto a screen.  

 “Meaning-in-context” lessons can be adapted to require as much thought and ability as
desired, just by raising the level of the materials on which they are based. The harder it is
to predict the highlighted vocabulary items (or the blanks to fill in), the more challenging the 
activity becomes. A passage 
with many blanks is naturally 
more difficult to complete 
than one in which the 
omissions are few and far 
between. That’s because 
they contain fewer context 
clues to the missing words.  

IDEA II: PUT IT IN CONTEXT 

V ARIATIONS & OTHER AREAS OF APPLICATION
The sample readings included in IDEA II are all adapted 
from reading-skills & strategies texts, which enhances 

their value in lessons on guessing meaning from or supplying 
vocabulary for the context of reading selections. Reusable 
materials can be based on any kind of resources, however—
and they should be. Ideally, the passages should relate directly 
to the lessons being taught or review in the course at the time. 

B. COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

For 1________, refugees, and citizens, 
the cost of a 2____________  college 
education is not very 3____________ if they 
are residents of the 4___________. Also, 
many students at these schools are 
5______________ twenty-five years old. They 
work and 6__________________ school too. 

B. COMMUNITY COLLEGES

For 1immigrants, refugees, and citizens, 
the cost of a 2community  college 
education is not very 3high if they are 
residents of the 4state. Also, many 
students at these schools are 5over 
twenty-five years old. They work and 
6attend school too. 
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